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Campaign
to bring
attention
to tuition
If you have a job, student loan
debt and a face, ASUM wants
you. 
ASUM is looking for students
who meet those specifications to
help with its “Face the Budget”
campaign, an effort to convince
the state Legislature to give more
money to higher education, said
Andrea Helling, ASUM president. 
The plan, Helling said, is to put
pictures of students, along with
some details of their collegiate
experience on index cards. ASUM
members will put the cards on
state legislators’ desks during the
remainder of the legislative ses-
sion to put a human face on the
high cost of tuition, Helling said. 
“We want to make the point that
these students are working hard,
they have jobs,” Helling said.
“They have a lot of debt, and it’s
not because they’re lazy or driv-
ing expensive cars.” 
ASUM is lobbying the state
government to contribute an addi-
tional $50 million of the state
budget to higher education,
enough to freeze tuition for the
next two years, Helling said. That
money is distributed across sever-
al different bills. 
Lobbying efforts have gone
It was a festive midsummer’s
evening in Butte’s Emma Park
when Mary Kay Craig looked
across the street to see two men in
sunglasses staring back at her
from behind the windows of a
black sport utility vehicle.  
Craig, the coordinator for the
Butte-based Taking Actions for
Peaceful Solutions group, was in
the midst of a gathering of
Montana peace groups that had
come together for a potluck in the
park. It was the Fourth of July
weekend, 2004. Thinking that per-
haps the men in the car wanted to
join the rally but were too shy,
Craig strode over confidently to
invite them.  
“Are you folks supposed to be
with us?” Craig asked when the
windows came down.  
The men looked back at her
blankly. One of them had a com-
puter on his lap.  
“Well that depends,” one of
them said. “Who are you?”  
Craig told him about the
statewide peace gathering taking
place in the park.  
“Oh, no, we’re working,” he
responded.  
Craig asked them what they
were doing. The men told her that
they were counting cars, that they
were traffic consultants on con-
tract with the county. They handed
her a card. The windows went up,
and the conversation was over.
“It was a fantastic story they
were giving me,” Craig said.  “I
just laughed at them.  It’s one of
the least traveled streets in the
state of Montana. These guys
stood out like a sore thumb.”  
Craig went back to the gather-
ing where a county commissioner
was in attendance. The commis-
sioner had no knowledge of any
traffic-consulting contract. Craig
later checked into the company
listed on the card. It didn’t exist.
Craig and others at the gather-
ing think they were being
watched, not by laconic car coun-
ters, but rather by the Department
of Homeland Security, an agency
that has been roundly accused
recently of breaching Americans’
civil liberties by spying on citi-
zens.             
Craig has a favorite Ashleigh
Brilliant cartoon. It pictures a
Peace groups feel government heat
Krista Miller/Montana Kaimin
Sean Gibbons, president of UM Students for Peace and Justice for about two years, organizes a free Peace & Justice Film Series that shows films every Thursday. The UM Students for Peace and Justice group was
recently added to the ACLU petition against the Pentagon’s confidential research and observations on peace groups in Montana to find out if the group has been monitored in any way. 
Watching Big Brother
The University of Montana
exceeded its 2007 budget by
$900,000, Bob Duringer, vice
president of administration and
finance, told the Faculty Senate
Thursday afternoon.
Duringer said the deficit was a
result of the unexpected success of
the “flat spot” plan that encour-
aged students to take winter ses-
sion classes and an underestimat-
ed number of withdrawing stu-
dents between the fall and spring
semesters.
The problem will be solved by
taking $450,000 from a fund for
building projects and $450,000
from a fund that supports faculty
retirements, Duringer said.
The money from the two funds
will be paid back in the 2008
budget.
In light of the miscalculation,
which Duringer said stems from a
complicated system involving a
distinction between upper-and
lower-level courses, the
University is creating a budget
study group that will look into a
better way of calculating the
budget and assess ways to retain
more students.
Associate Provost Arlene
Walker-Andrews said a retreat is
planned for the first day of spring
break to discuss student retention.
Duringer also told the Faculty
Senate that ground would be broken
on a $13.8 million interdisciplinary
UM to pay off $900,000 debt
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Q1: If your head were a Chia-head,
what would you grow out of it?
Q2: What would you use to water it?
•Tabitha Espinoza
junior, anthropology
Q1: Diamonds.
Q2: Blood.
•Jesse Spaulding
freshman, chemistry
Q1: Pot.
Q2: Wine.
•John Topping
sophomore, media arts
Q1: The grape vines that Mario can climb on.
Q2: Vodka.
•Alana Brown
freshman, psychology
Q1: I would grow flowers because flowers
are pretty and make everyone happy.
Q2: Miracle-Gro.
•Carrie Bjorkman
freshman, sociology
Q1: Money trees.
Q2: Champagne.
•Conor Town
freshman, Japanese
Q1: A big beard of Styrofoam.
Q2: Dr. Pepper.
•Hyun Jung Kim
junior, Japanese/pre-med
Q1: Money! Lots of money! Lots and lots and lots
of money!
Q2: Money. Money makes money!
There has been way too much sunshine this week (Big Ups to that),
to be caring about classes or hating on the masses. How can anyone
be upset about anything? Must find a way…
Oh yeah. Backhands to the Students for Economic and Social
Justice. If you want to name drop UM President George Dennison
and Executive Vice President Jim Foley at least pick a day when
they’re in. Seriously hippies, the 60s are over.
Students at the Pat Robertson-founded Regent University are get-
ting Backhands this week for their negative reaction to the
announcement that Gov. Mitt Romney of Massachusetts will be
delivering their commencement speech. Their reasoning: He’s
Mormon. Way to love your brother, guys.
Big Ups to the Library of Congress for including the Rolling
Stones hit “(I Can’t Get No) Satisfaction” and Velvet Underground’s
first record in their archive of culturally important sounds this year. If
only Congress was as cool.
America’s dead. No, we don’t mean the country. The superhero
Captain America died this week, and he’s getting some Backhands
for it. What’s so super about dying?
More Big Ups than you can imagine are going out for 91-year-old
Roland Fortin for challenging Jack LaLanne – a famous 92-year-old
fitness guru – to a boxing match. LaLanne has yet to comment. Get
in the ring.
Backhands to Jared W. Anderson for allowing his friend Randell
D. Peterson, (both from Wisconsin) to spray lighter fluid on
Anderson’s genitals and then… Well, you get the picture. 
Despite not rocking, Congress is getting some Big Ups for passing
a bill giving $1.7 billion to communities with deteriorating sewage
systems. Way to keep the brown out of town, Pelosi!
If the name Jason Wahler means anything to you, then you can
understand why he’s getting Backhands this week. Wahler, from
MTV’s “Laguna Beach,” was sentenced this week to two months in
jail for punching a city worker and a tow truck driver during an alter-
cation last year.
President Bush is getting (you guessed it) Backhands this week.
The president is in South America trying to get people jazzed about
America’s generosity in the region. Colombia could not be reached
for comment, nor could the villagers from El Mozote.
Big Ups to Wikipedia for writing a policy to check credentials of
members claiming to be doctors and such. Now if only we’d check
politicians to make sure they have brains.
Backhands for Lance Bass. The former ‘N Sync singer is writing
a memoir to be released in October. Dear Hollywood, not every half-
assed celebrity needs a reality show or a book deal.
Big Ups for the U.S. Mint accidentally not including “In God We
Trust” on hundreds of the new $1 Washington coins. We’re not trying
to be anti-God here; we just like that they made a $1 coin that,
because it’s defective, is worth $50. 
Backhands for the all-Spanish MTV channel Tr3s for announcing
a contest to “find the next Menudo.” A new Menudo? But we didn’t
like the old Menudo.
We end with Big Ups for Barack Obama. The Illinois senator paid
off $375 in parking tickets two weeks before he officially launched
his presidential campaign. Coolest part: The tickets were from 1988
to 1991. Nice job, Obama.
Hopefully the sun is out, because we’re going outside.
Around theCountry 
Store
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Accuracy Watch
The Montana Kaimin is committed to 
accuracy in its reports. If you think the Kaimin has committed
an error of fact, please call us at 243-2394 or e-mail 
editor@kaimin.umt.edu and let us know.  
If we find a factual error we will correct it.
 
lonely, nostalgic lover.
Underneath are the words: “I will
always love the false image I had
of you.”  
“That’s how I feel about our
country,” Craig said.  “It’s not
what we had as children.  We’re
seeing our civil liberties slip
away.”  
Eight Montana peace groups
decided to take the matter to the
American Civil Liberties Union.
On June 8, the ACLU submitted a
formal request for any documents
related to observation by the
Justice, Defense and Homeland
Security departments. Under the
Freedom of Information Act, the
peace groups have a right to know
what records are being kept on
their legal activities. The ACLU
has submitted similar document
requests from all around the coun-
try.
“The result is that we haven’t
learned very much,” said Betsy
Griffing, legal director for ACLU
Montana. While unable to talk in-
depth about the issue due to client
confidentiality, Griffing said that
the ACLU has received responses
from all the government agencies
involved, but the matter is not
concluded.  
The Department of Homeland
Security’s public affairs office did
not return phone calls asking for
comment before press time.  
The national Web site for the
ACLU says that observation of
various anti-war and anti-military
recruitment groups is carried out
by Joint Terrorism Task Forces
that fall under the Pentagon’s
Counterintelligence Field Activity
unit.  Griffing said that using these
investigative tools on common cit-
izens is a disturbing development.  
“If the authorization is to moni-
tor terrorists, and they’re monitor-
ing peace groups, that’s pretty
troubling,” she said.    
Records obtained nationally by
the ACLU indicate widespread
government observation of rallies,
demonstrations and peace groups.
An ACLU report released Jan. 17
shows that the Pentagon has mon-
itored at least 186 anti-military
protests and collected more than
2,800 reports on American citi-
zens.  The records are compiled in
an anti-terrorist threat database at
the Department of Defense.  
The database, a brainchild of
Paul Wolfowitz from his term as
deputy secretary of defense, is
called the Threat and Local
Observation Notice, or TALON
for short.  Its stated function is to
protect against domestic threats to
the military.
In February 2005, TALON doc-
umented a demonstration by the
War Resisters League, a group
known for its adherence to nonvi-
olence. The TALON document
warns that they might favor “civil
disobedience and vandalism.”  
The following month a protest
called “Stop the War NOW” was
labeled in the TALON database as
a potential terrorist threat.  
The database seems particularly
concerned with anti-recruitment
events. One document charges a
group protesting outside a naval
performance with engaging in
“guerilla theatre and other forms
of subversive propaganda.”  
When the Veterans for Peace
placed hundreds of white crosses
on New Mexico State University’s
campus to mark the memory of
fallen U.S. soldiers, they did so
under the watch of the Pentagon.
Similar memorial events have
been observed on eight other col-
lege campuses nationwide.  
“There is potential that future
protests could become violent,”
the TALON document says of the
Veterans for Peace activities.  
The ACLU Web site doesn’t
mince words in its assessment of
the documents.  
“The government is spying on
Americans,” reads a banner on
one page.
“I don’t think we’re particularly
concerned if we’re being spied on
or not,” says Sean Gibbons, leader
of the University of Montana
Students for Peace and Justice,
one of the eight peace groups
involved in the ACLU’s records
request.  
“I think it’s crazy if they are,”
he said.  
Gibbons said his group is con-
tinuing with business as usual. On
March 19 they are planning a
peace rally in conjunction with the
Jeannette Rankin Peace Center,
another group signed on to the
ACLU request.  
Nor is Craig especially worried
for her future activities in Butte.
“We are flat-out honest people
about what we do, and we have to
move forward,” she said.  “You
never know if you have someone
watching. It’s the kind of foolish-
ness that makes you feel sad.”
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Sauced super-fan, Sisson spat, stolen stuff
March 2, 9:42 a.m.
A wagon used to transport food
and supplies between the UC Food
Court and Think Tank was stolen
outside the latter building, said
Capt. Gary Taylor with the Office
of Public Safety. 
“If anyone sees a green chuck
wagon, let us know,” Taylor said. 
March 3, 7:45 p.m.
An intoxicated and  “over-exu-
berant” fan was yelling and dis-
turbing other fans at the men’s bas-
ketball game, Taylor said. The
man, a UM student, was cited for
disorderly conduct and underage
possession of alcohol, and was
removed from the premises. 
March 3, 8:23 p.m.
Some children playing outside
Sisson Apartments annoyed a man,
who argued
with one of the
children’s par-
ents. The first
man shouted
obscenities dur-
ing the conflict,
and was cited
for disorderly
conduct. 
March 4, 1:13 a.m.
A Duniway Hall resident report-
ed that his intoxicated neighbors
had just urinated on his door.
Officers were unable to find any
traces of urine, Taylor said. 
“That’s what we call a dry run,”
he said.  
March 4, 12:01 p.m.
Resident of a Bannack Court
apartment reported that someone
had stolen more than $10,000
worth of electronics from the
apartment, including two laptop
computers, two cell phones, two
MP3 players and a video camera. 
The apartment was unlocked
when the theft occurred, Taylor
said. The residents,
both students,
believe they know
who stole the
items, but the
investigation is
ongoing, he said. 
March 6, 11:33
a.m.
An officer went to an apartment
in Bannack Court to follow up on
an ongoing theft investigation.
When the victims opened the door,
“a cloud of marijuana smoke
issued forth,” Taylor said. One stu-
dent was cited for possession of
dangerous drugs, and the other for
possession of drug paraphernalia,
Taylor said. 
Citations:
Andrew Ammentorp, 19, MIP,
disorderly conduct
Wade Humphries, 28, disorderly
conduct
Robert Caravaglia, 19, posses-
sion of dangerous                      drugs
Samantha Clark-Smith, 19, pos-
session of dangerous drugs
Charles Bailey, 19, possession
of drug paraphernalia.
ZACHARY FRANZ
MONTANA KAIMIN
March 4, 1:13 a.m.
A Duniway Hall resident
reported that his intoxicated
neighbors had just urinated on
his floor. Officers were unable
to find any traces of urine.
Police Blotter
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It’s an unusual partnership, hon-
eybees and software engineering,
but for one University of Montana
research team, the two go together
like, well, bees and honey.
“I didn’t know anything about
bees,” said Larry Tarver, a soft-
ware engineer at the UM-affiliated
Bee Alert Technology Inc., who
graduated from UM’s computer
science program a few years back.
He certainly knows a lot more
now.  Tarver has helped design a
computer program that can ana-
lyze the buzzing of bees, and this
analysis is showing that behind
that buzzing is a lot more than just
sound and fury. 
For more than 30 years, Jerry
Bromenshenk, a UM research pro-
fessor and the CEO of Bee Alert,
has experimented in using bees to
detect toxic chemicals.
Bromenshenk calls honeybees “a
very sophisticated version of the
miners’ canary.”  In the early days
of coal mining, canaries were used
to detect the presence of methane
gas or carbon monoxide.  If the air
in a mine killed the canary, the
miners knew it wasn’t safe for
them, either.  
Though high-tech equipment
has replaced the canary, honey-
bees, with their incredible sense of
smell, can give much more infor-
mation about poisonous chemicals
than canaries ever could.  When
honeybees are used in conjunction
with the high-tech equipment
designed at Bee Alert, they can be
used to determine not only
whether a toxic chemical is pres-
ent, but also the type of chemical.
Also, Bromenshenk notes, honey-
bees weigh only one-tenth of a
gram each, making them extreme-
ly sensitive to even very low lev-
els of toxins. 
Dave Plummer, a UM electron-
ics technician, designed
a special microphone
that can be placed
inside a hive to record
the buzzing in .wav
audio files, the same
type of files used for
digital music.  These
files are then analyzed
by mathematical algo-
rithm on a computer
program designed by
Tarver.
“We’re getting audi-
ble fingerprints of
every single thing that
affects these bees,”
Bromenshenk said.
Buzzing can be analyzed to detect
not only the presence of chemi-
cals, but also pests such as mites
and foul-brood, which
Bromenshenk calls “the bee
equivalent of anthrax.”  
When played a file that demon-
strates a hive getting doused with
the common solvent toluene, one
can hear the decisive point at
which the bees get hit with the
toxic chemical. The buzzing goes
from the quiet sound of bees going
contentedly about their work, to a
loud, and angry-sounding cacoph-
ony. Though bees don’t have
vocal chords, they can make quite
a racket by beating their wings
and by the vibrations made when
they pass air though their spiracles
– the tiny airways they use to
breathe.
Scott Bednam, the beekeeper at
Bee Alert likes to share interesting
bee facts – “Do you know a hon-
eybee can fly 15 miles per hour
and can hover in midair?” – does
most of the dosing himself.
“They’re my girls,” Debnam said
of the bees.  “Nobody’s doing it
without me at least being there.”
Much of the electronic equip-
ment used by Bromenshenk and his
research team is manufactured by S
& K Electronics based in Ronan,
and much of the laser equipment
used to track bee traffic in and out
of the hive is manufactured at
Montana State University in
Bozeman.  “Made in Montana real-
ly does apply,” Bromenshenk said
of the operation.  
One of the main contracts of
Bromenshenk’s research team is
with U.S. Army’s Night Vision
and Electronic Sensors
Directorate.  “The army is inter-
ested in the terrorist applications
of using honeybees to rapidly
detect poisonous chemicals,”
Bromenshenk said.  
The Army wanted a way to
detect poisonous chemicals in less
than 15 minutes. Bromenshenk
and his team have learned that
honeybees react within 30 sec-
onds.  
The practical applications of
toxin-sniffing bees include search-
ing for land mines and bombs and
detecting environmental pollution.
In the late ‘90s Bromenshenk used
bees to help evaluate pollution
levels at military toxic waste sites
north of Baltimore. 
Though the technique for using
bees in land mine detection has
not been perfected or officially
approved for use by the U.S. mili-
tary, Bromenshenk hopes that it
will one day be able to help the
thousands of people that are killed
and maimed each year by the hid-
den explosive devices. 
Bromenshenk is also interested
in seeing the audio technology
adapted into an affordable product
that beekeepers could use to deter-
mine if their hives are affected
with things like mites.
Bee Alert and the UM
researchers would like to eventu-
ally create a handheld device that
beekeepers could swipe in front of
their hives that would tell them
whether a hive needs to be
checked for pests or diseases.  
Bromenshenk knows, realisti-
cally, that this will take some
doing.  “Will the first one work?”
he said. “Undoubtedly not.” 
Considering all the strides
they’ve made already, however, it
hardly seems impossible.
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Prof finds promise in poison-detecting bees
EMILY DARRELL
MONTANA KAIMIN
 
SAO PAULO, Brazil – Police
clashed Thursday with Brazilians
protesting a visit by President
Bush and his push for an ethanol
energy alliance, while dozens of
students in Colombia showed their
opposition by lobbing rocks and
explosives at authorities.
Violence in Sao Paulo took
place several hours before Bush
arrived in South America’s largest
city on the first stop of his five-
nation Latin America tour.
More than 6,000 students, envi-
ronmentalists and left-leaning
Brazilians held a largely peaceful
march through the financial heart
of Brazil before police fired tear
gas at protesters and beat them
with batons. Hundreds fled and
ducked into businesses to avoid
the chaos, some of them bloodied.
Authorities did not immediately
report any injuries, but Brazilian
media said at least six people were
hurt and news photographs
showed injured people being car-
ried away.
Protesters said scuffles broke
out when some radical demonstra-
tors provoked officers and threw
sticks at them – but said police
overreacted. A police officer who
declined to give his name in keep-
ing with department policy con-
firmed that extremists appeared to
cause the confrontations.
After the clash, the protest con-
tinued peacefully but with far
fewer people. The marchers waved
communist flags and railed against
Bush, the war in Iraq and the
ethanol proposal. Almost all had
departed by sundown and streets
were calm several hours later
when Bush arrived in Sao Paulo.
In the southern Brazilian city of
Porto Alegre, more than 500 peo-
ple yelled “Get Out, Imperialist!”
as they marched to a Citigroup Inc.
bank branch and burned an effigy
of Bush. Protesters also targeted
the U.S. Consulate in Rio de
Janeiro, splattering it with bright
red paint meant to signify blood.
In Colombia, about 200 masked
students at Bogota’s National
University clashed with 300 anti-
riot police carrying shields and
helmets, spray-painting anti-U.S.
slogans on walls and shouting
“Out Bush!”
Police fired water cannons and
tear gas, and the students hurled
back rocks, fireworks, a few
Molotov cocktails and dozens of
“potato bombs” – small explosives
made of gunpowder wrapped in
foil. There were no immediate
reports of injuries or arrests.
The Colombian demonstrators
called for the scuttling of a U.S.-
Colombia free trade agreement
signed in November and currently
stalled in U.S. Congress, and
accused Washington of meddling
in the South American nation’s
internal affairs by sending some
$700 million a year in mostly mil-
itary aid.
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Brazilians protest Bush’s first stop in tour
STAN LEHMAN
ASSOCIATED PRESS
Canadian pleads guilty
to drug smuggling
MISSOULA (AP) – A Canadian
man accused of trying to smuggle
more than 250 pounds of marijuana
into the United States in a tractor-
trailer pleaded guilty Thursday in
federal court.
Edward A. Jones entered his
plea to importation of marijuana
before Chief U.S. District Judge
Donald Molloy. Sentencing is set
for June 1.
According to a news release
from the U.S. attorney’s office, on
the afternoon of Dec. 9, Jones
came through the Port of
Roosville driving a tractor-trailer
rig carrying a commercial ship-
ment of squared rough-cut logs.
U.S. Customs and Border
Protection officers noticed that the
shipment wasn’t destined for a
common market and had an
unusual route of anticipated travel,
the release said. They also noticed
that the driver was behaving suspi-
ciously, indicating he was unfa-
miliar with commercial border
protocols.
They decided to search the ship-
ment.
Officers pulled back the tarp
that covered the load of lumber
and discovered several duffel bags
stuffed into a void in the cargo
near the tractor.
The duffel bags held about 252
pounds of a green leafy material
in heat-sealed plastic bags. A sam-
ple of the material was field tested
and found positive for THC, the
active ingredient in marijuana.
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Can he hack it?
Krista Miller/Montana Kaimin
Freshmen G.W. Creighton (from left), John Parker, Justin Cheung and Dane Surkamer play hackey sack in front of Craig Hall Thursday. To complete a hack, the sack must touch every player in the circle without ever touching the
ground.  
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Look in the encyclopedia, and you’ll learn that the earliest
attempts to ascend mountains were not motivated by sport or
pleasure. Early mountaineers were inspired to build altars, gain
a view of neighboring areas, to make geographical or meteoro-
logical observations, or to find out if spirits really haunted the
high country.
Today, mountain ascents are made around the world year-
round. Backcountry skiing is a recreational sport that requires
physical endurance, avalanche skills training, a beacon, shovel
and probe (at the minimum) to travel through the mountains
safely. Avalanche safety and awareness emphasizes skiing in a
knowledgeable group, but only one person descends or travels
through possible avalanche terrain at a time. 
The Monashee Mountains of southeastern British Columbia
are known as a powdery haven. Backcountry skiers, heli-skiers
and snowmobilers frequent the area near the Monashee Chalet
located about 12 kilometers from Blue River, B.C. 
A full day of touring and skiing in the Monashee Mountains
averages to 5,000 vertical feet in ascents and descents. That
means that after seven days, 35,000 vertical feet are ascended
and descended (Mt. Everest is 29,035 feet). The terrain varies
from wide-open (wind crusted) alpine, to steep and deep chutes
and tree skiing. There are also tons of fresh pillow lines, rocks,
logs and cliffs to master freestyle riding techniques.
Although education and preparation can help to save a life in
the backcountry, there is always a risk of avalanche while back-
country skiing.
Story & Photos
Krista Miller
Earn
Your Turns
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Opposite Page Bottom: Caleb Larson skis a steep chute off North Dome in the Monashee Mountains in British Columbia. The terrain off North Dome is
steep and treed with the exception of a few boulder fields. Above: A group of skiers skin up Finn Rock, which is the view from the front door of the
Monashee Chalet, located 12 kilometers south of Blue River, B.C. The summit of Finn Rock is alpine: very windy and considered a high avalanche risk due to
wind loading and the lack of trees for anchors. Middle Left: Grant Copenhaver (from left), Caleb Larson, Jim  Harris and Grant Helgeson assess the stabili-
ty of the snow, which is more than 15 feet deep. To assess stability, a pit is dug either to the ground or just deeper than a suspected weak layer, and a series
of compression tests are used to find the weakness and assess the likeliness of avalanches. Bottom Left: Skiers stand on top of Micah Pass, a frequented
heli-skiing site near Finn Rock. According to Dana Foster, a local skier and Associated Canadian Mountain Guide, helicopters aren’t allowed to land on the
pass in the winter unless a marker is visible. Opposite Page Top: Jim Harris sticks a fresh pillow line off North  Dome. The Monashees are known for the
powder and fresh snow falls almost every day, leaving no trace of previous skiing just days before. Top Left: Jim Harris straight lines off a cliff he stum-
bled upon while descending Micah Pass. 
British
Columbia
Monashee
Mountains
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science building this spring.
The building, which is larger
than the new journalism building,
will be near the Health Sciences
Building, and only two of its
floors will initially be furnished
with classrooms to allow funding
and teachers for the rest of the
building to be found over time.  
Duringer said this was done to
save money and allow UM time to
decide how the building will even-
tually be equipped and used.
He also announced on behalf of
Jim Lemcke, the director of public
safety, that next year the price of a
parking decal will increase by
$10.
Finally, a new version of the
ethics code, now called the ethics
creed, proposed by President
George Dennison received mainly
negative comments from the
Faculty Senate when it was
opened up for discussion.
Linda Frey, a history professor,
took the strongest stance against
the creed, calling it “both insulting
and manifestly illegal.”  She said
the creed infringed on free speech
and that nobody who supported
free speech should support the
creed.
Stacey Gordon, associate librar-
ian of the law library, said that
ethics by their nature should not
be imposed.
John Eglin, a history professor,
proposed a third view, saying
many of the ethics proposed were
not even ethics.  He described
them as rules telling people to be
nice to one other.
Jim Lopach, a political science
professor, was the only person that
spoke out in favor of the creed.
He said that he did not have a sin-
gle problem with the creed, except
for maybe the name.  He com-
mended President Dennison for lay-
ing out some basic guidelines and
said that was what presidents do.
Liz Ametsbichler, the Faculty
Senate member who presided over
the meeting, said that students and
staff had given their approval to
the creed, but that it sounded to
her as if the faculty did not sup-
port it.
Ametsbichler was uncertain as
to when a final vote would come
on the issue.
For now, the ethics creed will
continue to be discussed by a sub-
committee.  
DEBT
Continued from Page 1
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Sunday afternoon, University of
Montana students and Missoula
residents can taste foods from
Africa and Japan, watch a Thai
puppet show and hear American
Indian Coyote tales, all without
leaving the UM campus.
The International Culture and
Food Festival takes place from
noon to 5 p.m. Sunday on all three
floors of the UC and is the
“anchor event” of the newer
International Week, said Mona
Mondava, festival director. 
“We’ve been doing this about
15 years now,” she said, adding
that the event has grown to
include four different, simultane-
ous components to keep visitors
“happily busy” the full five hours.
Admission to the event is $1 for
children under the age of 12, and
$2 for those 12 and older. Food is
priced from 50 cents to $3. The
event, themed “Missoula World
Tour ’07: Explore our World in
Five Hours,” is sponsored by
UM’s Foreign Student and
Scholar Services and International
Students Association.
The festival starts with a world
flag parade led by Missoula’s
Celtic Dragon Pipe Band. There
will be hot food samples from 20
student organizations, a nonstop
international culture show,
“Children’s World,” and an infor-
mational bazaar featuring 40 dif-
ferent cultural, student and com-
munity organizations.
Mondava said an exciting
aspect of the festival is the contin-
ual international culture show in
the UC Ballroom, which high-
lights cultural performances from
around the world.
The local Thai community, she
said, will be conducting a fashion
show using traditional textiles
brought in just for this event. In
addition, there will be drumming,
music and dance from Poland,
Saudi Arabia, Japan and other cul-
tures, all on stage in the ballroom,
with one act following the next for
the full length of the festival. The
activities, said Mondava, “show-
case the talents and contributions
of our international students.”
“Without the students, there
wouldn’t be a festival,” said Kofi
Abaidoo, president of the
International Student Association.
The students act as coordinators
and performers for the event, he
said, beginning the previous
semester to ensure that the festival
is a success. The ISA, Mondava
said, is one of the oldest student
groups on campus, with approxi-
mately 500 student members.
New to the event this year is
Children’s World, presented in the
second-floor UC Commons. Up to
15 booths will offer kids of all
ages the opportunity for hands-on
intercultural learning activities
such as making Hawaiian friend-
ship leis and having their hands
painted with henna dye in the
Indonesian mehndi form. A six-
page program, free with the
admission charge, describes all the
activities and events.
The festival “is a way for the
international students to give back
to the community,” Abaidoo said.
The University and community
provide many services to accli-
mate international students to life
in Missoula, and this, he said, is
their thank-you gift for that assis-
tance.
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wHAT’S THE rACKET?
ANNE KAZMIERCZAK
MONTANA KAIMIN
Tim Kupsick/Montana Kaimin
Sophomore Melissa Weaver plays a game of tennis with fellow sophomore Liam Schole before a test Thursday afternoon. Temperatures rose to 49 degrees, but the sun is expected to go away, making room for more snow storms.
Food festival to give residents a taste of international cuisine
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Editor’s Note: This is part two
in a series on music rights 
licensing and its effects. The series
concludes next Friday.
HYPOTHETICAL SCENARIO:The Rolling Stonesagree to play a concert at
a generic campus location on a
nonspecific university. Mick
Jagger and company take the
stage, ready to wow fans with a
live rendition of “Satisfaction.” 
But wait. It turns out the univer-
sity doesn’t have the proper per-
formance rights license.
Take down the stage. Pack up
those merchandise tables. Sorry,
Mick. You can play “Brown
Sugar,” but you can’t play it here.
Fortunately the University of
Montana has individual perform-
ance rights contracts with all three
major organizations dominating
the music copyright market today.
As with local businesses, UM
pays licensing fees to access the
song libraries of BMI, ASCAP
and SESAC. 
“We pay those annually,” said
Sandy Sprague, a UM administra-
tive associate.
To comply with copyright regu-
lations for 2007, the University
forked over $1,190.89 to SESAC,
$3,514 to ASCAP and $3,522 to
BMI. Payment of these fees
enables UM to host live musical
performances or play music at
sporting events. Each organization
then uses the money to pay royal-
ties to individual songwriters.
According to Marlene
Hendrickson, an accountant and
events coordinator with ASUM,
several groups on campus pitch in
for the fees at set percentages. The
Athletic Department supplies 30
percent of each annual payment,
the UC and ASUM programming
25 percent each, campus recre-
ation 15 percent and the UM pres-
ident’s office 5 percent. 
Campuses across the nation tell
similar stories. Organizations like
BMI demand annual payments for
everything from atmospheric
music to tunes used on office
phone lines. Demands arrive as
forms that include formulas for
calculating payments. Fee
amounts are typically based on
full-time student enrollment.
“Colleges and universities pur-
chase an annual blanket license
from BMI which covers virtually
all of their music use, including
Web sites and radio and cable TV
systems,” said Jerry W. Bailey,
director of media relations at BMI. 
Universities that don’t pony up
the cash could end up violating
copyright law, a federal offense.
The Recording Industry
Association of America fights any
consequent legal battles on behalf
of BMI, ASCAP or SESAC, but
such suits are rarely brought
against universities.
“Colleges and universities as
organizations are extremely good
about complying with copyright
law,” Bailey said. “I cannot recall
any violations which were a prob-
lem.”
Performance rights licenses
grant many locations on campus
the legal right to perform copy-
righted music. However, they do
not cover independent businesses
operating on campus property.
Businesses like the Bookstore or
the UC Market on UM property
must make individual licensing
agreements with BMI, ASCAP
and SESAC, or attain licensing
through mediaries.
“We subscribe to the cable
music service (Bresnan
Communications),” said Brian
Thornton, manager of the
Bookstore. “When you subscribe to
them, they take care of the fees.”
Companies like DirecTV and
Muzak offer businesses subscrip-
tions to music services, handling
all of the necessary copyright
licensing for them. Thornton said
the Bookstore makes fixed month-
ly payments of $47.35 to Bresnan
Communications for the music
played in both the Bookstore and
the UC Market.
“I think for any retailer, music is
very important,” Thornton said. 
One form of copyright violation
common on college campuses
receives no legal protection, how-
ever. Piracy is the meth of the dig-
ital world, hooking users with the
promise of musical nir-
vana. Why buy the album
when you can get the track
for free?
“No matter what we do,
there’s always a new way
to download, to circum-
vent … to get around what
we try to do to stop it,”
said David Short, resident
technical assistant coordi-
nator for UM’s
DirectConnect office. 
Last month, the RIAA
stated it would be stepping
up efforts this spring to
bring digital pirates to jus-
tice. Hundreds of letters
will be sent out in the next
three months asking guilty stu-
dents for out-of-court settlements,
the RIAA said. 
At UM, Short and his army of
RTAs keep the lights of the World
Wide Web burning bright for stu-
dents 24 hours a day, seven days a
week. But policing the network
for pirates and enforcing copy-
right law just isn’t a possibility.
“Honestly, we don’t have
enough time to do that, active
policing,” Short said.
Instead, the Walla Walla, Wash.,
native said the employees of the
DirectConnect office work with
Residence Life to educate students
about the illegalities of online
piracy. Resident assistants report
any witnessed infractions to the
DirectConnect office, which then
disconnects the violator from the
Internet server. When the illegal
material has been deleted from the
student’s computer, the connec-
tion is reinstated. Repeat offenders
are written up for a Student
Conduct Code violation. 
“Right now, what we do works
and I’m glad about that,” Short
said.
But, Short said, piracy still hap-
pens. And key players in the music
industry are questioning whether
it really is wrong, despite the sup-
posed dent in royalty returns pira-
cy has caused.
“I could throw 20 people from
the industry in the room,” said
Scott Douglas, director of UM’s
Entertainment Management
Program. “Ten would fall on the
one side and 10 would fall on the
other.”
Story by 
Alex Sakariassen
Krista Miller/Montana Kaimin
Freshman Mike Houchin (from right) helps sophomore Anastasia Watson get the internet
on her PC while freshman Sean Butler waits for his laptop to get the internet in the Direct
Connect office Thursday.  Direct Connect helps students receive Internet service at the
University, as well as curbs illegal music downloading on campus. 
Coughing
for
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Licensing
Photo by Ashlee McKee/Montana Kaimin
Music licensing allows for bands like the Rolling Stones to
play on campus.
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If you were born after 1985 you missed out on one of the best and most influential bands of all time:
Hüsker Dü (Danish for “Do you remember?”).
Formed in Minneapolis in the late ‘70s, the group was composed of Grant Hart (drums), Bob Mould (gui-
tar) and Greg Norton (bass). Hart and Mould were both prolific songwriters, mixing blues-styling riffs with
the speed of Black Flag.
Loud, angry and fast was the sound of their first two albums, which sound exactly like any other hard-
core band of the day. Then came the bands most famous, and possibly best record, “Zen Arcade.”
“Zen Arcade” was a departure from the band’s speed-core sound they had shared with so many terrible
bands of the day. Clocking in at around 70 minutes, the double album follows  a boy leaving home because
he hates it and then finding the real world isn’t any better. They used piano, acoustic guitars and, most
notably, Mould began using a chorus effect on his guitar. None of this was commonplace for a hard-core
band in the 80’s.
“Zen Arcade” was reviewed in several big mags (Rolling Stone) and sent the band from the underground
to the mainstream. Their label actually couldn’t print enough copies. The group’s newfound fame allowed
them to pave the way for similar breakthroughs like Sonic Youth and, yes, even Nirvana (listen to “Zen
Arcade” and tell me some Nirvana tracks don’t sound similar). 
Then in 1989, amid turmoil between Hart and Mould, the band split up and plenty of people forgot about
them until the early ‘90s when the “grunge” sound was hip and Dave Grohl began name-dropping them
every chance he got.
If you haven’t heard “Zen Arcade,” then do yourself a favor and check it out. Even for people who hate
‘80s punk, Hüsker Dü is accessible, and damn good as well.
–– Pat Duganz
The Colour falls way short 
The Colour is both bright and
dull on its full-length debut
“ B e t w e e n
Earth & Sky.”
The So-Cal
blues-based
rock five piece hits highs with the
tracks “Save Yourself” and
“Silver Meadows.” 
On “Save Yourself” the band
lays down a straightforward rock
song for front man Wyatt Hull to
sing over. The constant guitar line
underneath “Save Yourself” push-
es the song into a frenzy that
eventually gives way to a climb-
ing solo. The bass line weaves in
and out, giving the track a bluesy
touch. 
When that song ends a simple
piano line announces the arrival of
“Silver Meadows,” a stark depar-
ture from “Save Yourself.” This
beautiful ballad features Hull’s
hauntingly sweet voice unlike any
other point of the album. These
two songs are on opposite ends of
the rock and roll spectrum as far
as sound, but both end up being
great.
Call off the search; we have
found America’s next great rock
band. Wait, what? There’s more?  
If you only heard “Save
Yourself” and “Silver Meadows”
you’d think that they were the
next big thing. Then reality sets in
and the majority of the remaining
tracks muddy the Colour’s claim
to supremacy.
First, it seems illogical to praise
Hull’s vocals and then say that
they are also a drawback, but it’s
legitimate. After half a dozen
songs his seemingly forced
whiney-sounding voice starts to
wear on the listener. Hull doesn’t
vary his delivery or vocal range
throughout the debut and ends up
getting in the way of the great
things the rest of the group is
doing. Where Hull is basically a
one-trick pony the rest of the band
is versatile. They are competent
enough to pull off blues-, soul-
and funk-inspired tunes and, dare
I say, even deliver a midtempo,
sexy disco-inspired song in “Kill
the Lights.” But Hull tries to over-
compensate by channeling Jim
Morrison on “Black Summer” and
fails.  
Isn’t there another So-Cal
blues-based rock outfit that
recently released their debut?
That’s right, the Cold War Kids.
The Cold War Kids beat the
Colour to the punch and come out
better for it. These two bands have
an “anything you can do I can do
better” relationship, with the Cold
War Kids coming out on top.
Where Hull’s voice is boring and
repetitive, Cold War Kids’ Nathan
Willett’s voice is dramatic and
soulful. Where the Colour’s rough
edges seem planned, Cold War
Kids’ rag-tag charm is sponta-
neous and genuine. And where the
Colour… well, you get the point. 
It doesn’t seem fair to judge the
Colour’s debut by comparing it
solely to their fellow regional
counterparts, but it’s impossible to
separate the two. The style and
aesthetic both bands are aiming
for is a unique one that naturally
pins them against each other.   
The Colour shows another flash
of brilliance with the unapologeti-
cally swanky soul and blues-
sounding burner “Just a Taste.”
This is the one song where Hull
and the rest of the band have con-
nected and found common
ground. But it doesn’t do enough
to stave off the mediocrity that
surrounds it. 
On “Between Earth & Sky” we
find the Colour somewhere
between good and bad.
DYLAN LASLOVICH
MONTANA KAIMIN
The Colour “Between Earth & Sky” retails for
$8.00
www.montanakaimin.com
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On the heals of a tough loss that
could have sent the University of
Montana men’s basketball team to
the Big Sky Conference champi-
onship game, the players and
coaches were forced to ride home
on a bus for eight hours with the
loss fresh in their minds.
“It was a long trip home,” UM
junior center Andrew Strait said.
One might think that the last
thing on most of the players’
minds was more basketball –
wrong.
Within a couple of hours of
returning to Missoula from
Ogden, Utah, after losing to
Northern Arizona 78-71, UM
freshman Cameron Rundles and a
few teammates went to the
University’s Recreational Center
to get back on the hardwood and
play some pickup basketball. 
“Basketball is my life and I love
it,” said Rundles, who was named
the Big Sky Conference freshman
of the year.
After Tuesday night’s loss, a lot
of the players had a hard time
accepting the fact that their season
was over, especially considering
that the Griz had made the NCAA
Tournament the last two years.
“It kind of hasn’t set in yet,”
Strait said. “But it will in the com-
ing days when class is over and
we don’t have to go to practice.”
For some of the players watch-
ing Wednesday night conference’s
championship game (a 88-80 win
by Weber State over NAU) on TV
made things even worse, as they
were reminded of what could have
been.
“We had our chances and we
just didn’t get it done,” said
Rundles as he watched the cham-
pionship on TV. “Next year, I
don’t want to have this feeling, so
I just have to work hard in the off-
season, along with all my team-
mates.”
Now the players and coaches
have a chance to rest up and
regroup, which for a few will be
some much-needed time off.
“I’m pretty beat and tired, hon-
estly,” said sophomore forward
Jordan Hasquet, who battled a leg
injury and an undisclosed illness
toward the end of the season. “At
the end of the season you’re
always pretty exhausted, but I
pretty much had nothing left in the
tank.”
For first-year head coach
Wayne Tinkle there will be little
time for rest. Tinkle, who was
unavailable for comment for this
story, arrived back in Missoula at
about 3:30 Wednesday afternoon
and left to go recruiting Thursday
morning at 10. 
After back-to-back trips to the
Big Dance, some of the players
expected a lot more out of this
year’s team that went 17-15 after
going 24-7 in 2005-2006.
“We had so much talent,” senior
forward Stuart Mayes said. “We
had nine people coming back that
went to the NCAA Tournament
and we just couldn’t get it togeth-
er. We underachieved a lot.”
Montana’s four seniors will
have to end their careers on a sour
note, but for those returning there
is quite a bit of promise for next
year’s team.
The team’s two leading scorers,
Strait and Hasquet, will be return-
ing and with another year under
his belt, Rundles should improve
on his freshman campaign.
“I think everyone’s looking
ahead to next year,” Strait said.
“We got a real talented group of
guys coming back.”
Lady Griz gear up to face Northern Arizona Lumberjacks
With the first night of the Big
Sky Conference tournament com-
pleted and two teams sent home,
the University of Montana
women’s basketball team will gear
up to play Northern Arizona
tonight at 7:30 p.m. in hopes of
advancing to the championship
game on Saturday.
The past two matchups between
Montana and NAU this past sea-
son resulted in two close wins for
Montana. When the Lady Griz
met up with the Lumberjacks in
January, NAU’s defense proved to
be a tough obstacle for Montana.
Both teams battled back and forth
for points until Montana managed
to escape with a 78-64 win. 
When the two teams met up in
Flagstaff, Ariz., on Feb. 22,
Montana grabbed a large lead
toward the end of the first half and
finished with a 61-50 win.
“We’re ready to go. We’re excit-
ed,” UM head coach Robin Selvig
said of tonight’s game.
Tonight’s matchup finds the
Lady Griz and Lumberjacks in
almost the same predicament as a
year ago. In last year’s semifinal
tournament game in Pocatello,
Idaho, NAU came out ahead of
Montana in a 73-66 win. NAU
went on to win the 2005-2006 Big
Sky Conference Championship.
“I think it will be different (this
year) because we’re home,” UM
senior center Sara Gale said. “I
think it will be different because I
hope we come into the game with
a little different approach. I know
that we can play better … we
know what it’s like when we don’t
start the games out like we want.”
NAU won’t make it easy for
Montana tonight. Boasting one of
the conference’s best defenses, the
Lumberjacks allow only 61.2
points. 
The Lumberjacks are led by
senior center Alyssa Wahl, who
scores 16.3 points and averages
5.8 rebounds per game. Senior
guard Kim Winkfield averages
12.2 points and 2.03 steals per
game. 
Montana will match up with the
Lumberjacks with Big Sky
Conference MVP Mandy Morales,
a sophomore guard averaging 20.1
points per game, and Sonya
Rogers, another sophomore guard,
who averages 11.4 points.
“I think Montana has a very
strong program, obviously Mandy
Morales is a tremendous basket-
ball player,” NAU head coach
Laurie Kelly said. 
When asked how NAU would
try to stop Morales on the court,
Kelly said, “You just try to contain
her. What you don’t want to do is
just focus on one player and let
two or three other people really
hurt you.”
With a trip to the championship
game at stake, one thing is certain:
Both teams will come out locked
and loaded.
“I do know that the people that
show up tomorrow are going to
see two very quality teams com-
pete, and that’s very exciting,”
Kelly said.
The Lady Griz echo the
Lumberjacks’ excitement in the
mere hours leading up to tonight’s
game.
“We just want to come out and
play hard,” Gale said. “We want to
have fun and play the basketball
that we know we can play.”
Montana tips off against NAU
at 7:30 p.m. in Dahlberg Arena.
Kaimin reporter Bill Oram con-
tributed to this report.
SARAH SWAN
MONTANA KAIMIN
Griz basketball looks forward to next year after difficult loss
PETE DELMOE
MONTANA KAIMIN
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Even though she was relatively
kept in check from behind the 3-
point line, Chelsey Warburton still
found a way to score.
Warburton, who began the week
leading the nation in 3-pointers
made per game, shot a gaudy 4-of-
11 from behind the arc Thursday
night but still scored 30 points to
help lead Weber State to a 77-67
win over Portland State in the
opening quarterfinal game of the
Big Sky Conference tournament at
Dahlberg Arena.
Portland State coach Charity
Elliot said the team was focusing
on not letting her get good looks at
the basket.
“I thought we did a nice job on
her in the first half,” said Elliot.
“But good shooters find ways to
get shots off, and she’s one of the
best. She is money.”
Warburton, a senior guard, and
crew came out cold in the first
half, with Warburton and junior
forward Sara Tuomi struggling to
put the ball in the hoop. Portland
State led with 9:27 left in first-half
action after a jumper by Stephisha
Walton put the Vikings up 16-13.
It was a lead the Vikings saw slip
away in the last seven minutes of
the first half, when Warburton got
the hot hand, scoring eight points
in just over a minute. The teams
went to the locker room with
Weber State holding a 34-25
advantage and the Wildcats would
never trail in the second half,
building their lead to as much as
22 at the 4:55 mark.
When all was said and done,
Warburton actually had sunk more
3-pointers by herself than Portland
State did as a team. The Vikings
were 3-of-14 from 3-point land.
Weber State got the 10-point
victory despite being without the
services of starting forward
Shantee Releford who has been
suspended for the Big Sky tourna-
ment. Releford averaged 5.8
points and 6.5 rebounds per game
during the regular season.
PSU sophomore Kelsey Kahle,
who gets to the free-throw line
more than any other player in the
Big Sky, led Portland State with
24 points, half of them coming
from the charity stripe.
Elliot said she felt her team 
didn’t bring their best game, and
they were disappointed to be
going home early.
“We didn’t come here just to
play one game,” she said. “Our
team is full of a lot of heart …
we’re just really young. It wasn’t
by lack of effort tonight, it was by
lack of experience.”
The game was physical, with
two Portland State players leaving
the game with minor injuries.
Freshman center Janie Bos left
after being hit in the eye and never
returned, and freshman guard
Claire Faucher walked off the
court holding her left wrist, but
returned five minutes later with it
taped.
“That’s just the game of basket-
ball,” Kahle said. “It’s going to be
physical.” 
The win gives the Wildcats their
third straight appearance in the
tournament semifinals and WSU
will play Idaho State tonight at
5:30 p.m. Weber went 0-2 against
the Bengals this season, losing by
an average of 19 points.
Weber State head coach Carla
Taylor said she thought her team
played with unity she hadn’t seen
all year, and she was proud of the
job they did against PSU.
“The game of basketball
becomes a chess match,” she said.
“You just have to find ways to
exploit them on the defensive end
and offensive end.
“I give Portland State credit.
They played with everything but
the kitchen sink.”
Last year the Northern Arizona
women’s basketball team became
the first team in Big Sky
Conference history to win three
games in as many days to earn the
Big Sky’s automatic bid to the
NCAA Tournament. Thursday
night they got one step closer to
repeating that feat with a 76-55
victory over Montana State in the
quarterfinals of the Big Sky
Conference tournament at
Dahlberg Arena.
The Jacks’ reward for their rout
is a date tonight with the 25th
ranked Montana Grizzlies. 
“Come to conference tourna-
ment time it doesn’t matter if
you’ve won 27 games or if you’ve
won 15,” said NAU coach Laurie
Kelly, whose team entered the
tournament with a regular season
record of 18-11. “That’s what the
tournament’s all about, the feeling
that every game could be any
team’s last game.” 
While Montana is the only team
that truly gets to play a home
game in the conference tourna-
ment this year, Thursday’s game
had the feel of a home game for
Montana State, as the majority of
the crowd was pulling for the fifth
seeded to Bobcats to knock off
NAU, the fourth seed. 
“Most of the people here were
cheering for us, and that was real-
ly nice,” said MSU senior Alyssa
Nelson, who netted seven points
in her final game. 
However, it was the
Lumberjacks fans that had the
most to cheer about. 
Despite leading early at 9-4, the
Bobcats found themselves in an
early hole, which turned out to be
more like quicksand.
“At first they came out with a lot
more intensity than we did,” NAU
senior Kim Winkfield said. “Credit
them, they did a good job pushing
the ball and capitalizing our
turnovers. But we didn’t panic and
I think that’s a credit to our team.” 
Spurred by a 15-0 run, NAU
jumped out to a commanding 21-
11 lead, thanks to the aggressive
play of senior Alyssa Wahl, who
accounted for seven of the points
during that stretch. 
The Jacks went on to shoot an
efficient 48 percent from the field
in the first half, en route to a 33-23
lead at the intermission. The Cats,
on the other hand, shot just 29.7
percent in a devastating 8-for-27 
performance. Wahl, a three-time
first team All-Big Sky selection,
finished the half with 11 points,
but wasn’t done yet. 
In the second half the
Lumberjacks’ lead continued to
grow. Wahl picked up six more
points before being taken out per-
manently, with more than 10 min-
utes left, to rest up for the team’s
semifinal tilt.
The Lumberjacks’ lead peaked
at 32 points, at 72-40, before
Kelly completely cleared her
bench, giving the Bobcats an
opportunity to cut into the deficit. 
The Bobcats couldn’t seem to
contain anyone that NAU threw at
them, as the Jacks had balanced
scoring across the board. Kim
Winkfield contributed 13 points
and Megan Porter added 10. 
Binford pointed to NAU’s size
as being MSU’s No. 1 problem,
saying they tried to counter that by
going into a zone defense, which
they rarely played all season. 
“You try to cross your fingers
and hope Winkfield is going to be
off those nights,” Binford said. 
However, the senior guard was
definitely on, going 5-of-11 from
the field, including 3-of-6 from 3-
point territory. 
It was the third time this season
that NAU defeated Montana State
as previous wins were by margins
of eight and 19 points. 
Nubia Garcia paced the Cats
attack with 13 points. 
“We just couldn’t put points on
the board,” Binford said. “For some
reason we’ve really struggled when
we’ve played Northern Arizona.
They’re a great defensive team and
it came down to just not being our
night tonight offensively.” 
Weber defeats Portland in quarterfinals
BILL ORAM
MONTANA KAIMIN
AMBER KUEHN
MONTANA KAIMIN
NAU
routs
MSU
76-55
Tim Kupsick/Montana Kaimin
Weber State junior forward Sara Tuomi competes against Portland State freshman guard Claire
Faucher for a loose ball in the first half of the Big Sky Conference Tournament on Thursday.
Ashley McKee/Montana Kaimin
Northern Arizona guard Ashley Hardin and Montana State forward Krislyn Wallace fight for the ball Thursday at Dahlberg Arena in a quarterfinal match of the Big Sky Conference tournament.  NAU won 76-53
and will face Montana tonight at 7:30 p.m.
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LOST & FOUND
FOUND: Brown stone bracelet found by Corbin Hall.
Call 206-962-1323 to identify and claim. 
LOST: Favorite sunglasses Girls turtle shell colored-
lost in Health Science building or Journalism building.
If found call: 847-962-6242
PERSONALS
Counseling and Psychological Services Here when you
need us. 243-4711
Free and confidential condom access. Look for a CARE
Rep in your dorm.
HELP WANTED
We pay up to 75 dollars per survey.
Www.GetPaidToThink.com
On-Call, Part-time Aide needed at children's shelter.
Please call 549-0058 to inquire. 
Attention ALL Media Arts Majors! Want to build ads?
Production Manager Position opening for next fall.
Proficient at Photoshop desired. Bring Application by
Journalism 206 or email it to:
kaiminad@kaimin.umt.edu
Great opportunity to get experience working with
children of all ages and abilities. Lil' Griz Cub House
Children's Play Center is looking for energetic and
responsible individuals to join our team. Nights and
Weekend shifts. Call 549-4848 for info on how to
apply. 
Looking for Great Summer Job. See today's Upward
Bound display ad in the Kaimin. 
Missoula Parks and Recreation spring/summer posi-
tions: Park/Conservation Lands Maintenance, Urban
Forestry, Adult/Youth Sport and Recreation, Aquatics
and Concessions, Tennis. Details, applications at
www.missoulaparks.org, or stop by Currents in
McCormick Park. (600 Cregg Lane) No phone calls,
please. Deadline March 16, may remain open until
filled. EEO/AA, M/F, V/H Employer. 
Fun summer jobs at Splash Montana and Currents
Waterparks. Lifeguard and Water Safety Instructor
certification classes begin April 9. Www.missoula-
parks.org or 721-PARK
Become a Raft Guide. Work on the River this summer.
Training programs available. Call Montana River
Guides. 273-4718, rivers@montana.com
FOR SALE
Inflatable Funhouse Business for Sale. Great summer
business 406-721-7200
FOR RENT
Weekend Cabins: 30 min. from Missoula. $44-
$66/NIGHT. ROCK CREEK CABINS  251-6611
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week.  Prepayment is required.  Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475, email: classifieds@kaimin.umt.edu or call 243-6541.
R A T E S Off Campus
$1 per 5-word line/dayk i o s k Student/Faculty/Staff $.90 per 5-word line/day
K A I M I N   C L A S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, invest-
ment or related topics before paying out
any money. LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.   
E - m a i l  C L A S S I F I E D  A D S  T o :  c l a s s i f i e d s @ k a i m i n . u m t . e d u  E - m a i l  D I S P L A Y  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ k a i m i n . u m t . e d u
Lecturer urges students to action
An internationally renowned
scholar challenged his audience
on Thursday evening to recognize
their moral conscience, go beyond
themselves by thinking of others’
needs, and take action against
human rights abuses during the
International Human Rights lec-
ture in the University Center
Ballroom.
Paul Lauren, a University of
Montana Regents professor of his-
tory, spoke to a packed audience
of students, faculty, and members
of the Missoula community on the
success of individual action
against human rights violations at
the first annual keynote lecture of
UM’s International Week. Lauren,
who was nominated for the
Pulitzer Prize and has been invited
to address the United Nations
multiple times, drew from his own
experience in international rela-
tions and human rights for his lec-
ture “Conscience of Mankind:
Human Rights, Values, and
International Politics.”
Lauren demonstrated how far
the world has come in holding
leaders accountable for human
rights abuses by citing the exam-
ple of the trial of Slobodan
Milosevic, a former Serbian presi-
dent convicted of genocide.
Lauren said he sat 15 feet away
from Milosevic during his trial
three years ago before an interna-
tional criminal tribunal at the
Hague in the Netherlands.
A single pane of bulletproof
glass separated him from the man
“who had brought such devasta-
tion,” Lauren said. During a court
recess, he recounted, Milosevic
was sanding six feet away from
him when they locked eyes.
“I have never been in the pres-
ence of such palpable evil in my
life,” Lauren said of the encounter. 
The trial of Milosevic was revo-
lutionary, Lauren said, because
historically leaders have abused
human rights in a “culture of
impunity”. Those leaders, he said,
thought because of the custom of
national sovereignty, they could-
n’t be held accountable for their
actions.
“Those who suffered as victims,
suffered alone,” Lauren said.
The movement for international
justice following World War II
didn’t succeed until the 1990s
when the world was “outraged”
over the concept of Milosevic’s
ethnic cleansing and the genocide
in Rwanda, Lauren said. To try the
perpetrators of those human rights
abuses, Lauren said the interna-
tional community formed two
criminal courts and went on to
form the permanent International
Criminal Court.
Lauren said despite many suc-
cesses in human rights, “it’s
important to me to tell you many
human rights abuses still exist.”
Lauren cited examples of U.S.
violations such as the torture at
Abu Ghraib and detainment prac-
tices at Guantanamo Bay. He said
the United States hasn’t joined the
ICC and in 2002 Congress passed
a law stating no U.S. serviceman
would be held accountable to an
international criminal court.
Lauren said three centuries ago
humankind started to go beyond
themselves and their own country
to think of the needs of others.
Mankind took action not out of
self-interest but out of responsibil-
ity, “because they (the victims)
too are humans.” He noted the
human rights movement began
with a few Quakers who pressed
for the abolition of slavery in
Britain against all odds.
“I know something about the
role the conscience of mankind
has played in history,” Lauren
said, stressing the action of the
individual.
“The circumstances are ripe for
action,” Lauren said. He encour-
aged students to join one of the
many non-governmental organi-
zations that “speak truth to power”
by promoting human rights to
world governments. Or, he said,
students should become involved
in government service, as govern-
ment “requires the best young
men and women.”
“Whatever you do in your
career,” he added, “human rights
begins at home.”
ASHLEY ZUELKE
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well so far, said Helling, who has
made frequent trips to Helena
since the legislative session
began.  
“Everyone’s friendly,” she said.
“Everyone’s trying to work
together, or at least is open-mind-
ed to what students have to say.”
Students who wish to be fea-
tured on a card should go to Room
326 in the UC on Monday, March
12 at 6:30 p.m., or Room 332 on
Wednesday, March 14 at noon. 
The campaign for a spot on
UM’s student government offi-
cially kicks off Monday.
That is the first day students can
pick up a petition, the first step
toward vying for a spot on ASUM.
Students have until Thursday,
March 22 to collect the required
number of signatures. Fifty signa-
tures are required to get a spot on
the ballot for the senatorial race.
To run for an administrative posi-
tion – president, vice president, or
business manager – a student must
collect 100 signatures.  ASUM
administrators get full tuition
waivers, as well as a small
stipend. Positions on the Senate
are not financially compensated.  
– Zachary Franz
ASUM elections begin
ASUM                 
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